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NOL HYPERSONIC TUNNEL NO. 4 RESULTS V.
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATiON OF

A COOLED HYPERSONIC WEDGE NOZZLE

By

P. Wegener, R. K. Lobb, E. M. Wi"i!ler,
M. Sibulkin and H. Staab

ABSTRACT: A new w-ter cooled, wedge-typre nozzle has
been in operation in the NOL 12 x 12 cm Hypersonxc
Tunnel No. 4 since January 1952. This report presents
results of theoretical and experimental investigations
covering the performance of this nozzle. It was found
from measurements of pitot and static presare that the
nozzle produced a shock-free, almost isentropic expansion
having a test-section Mach number distribution comparable
in quality to that obtained in existing conventional
nozzles at lower Mach numbers. The cooling system used
was adequate to maintain the nozzle block temperatures
at coDntant low values. The temperature distribution
in a nozzle block was also measured and it showed a
rise near the throat. Thi rise a-d qualL t AtIv I-Ywith theoretical calculations. A comparison of the icalculated and measured rate of heat tKnsfer to a
nozzle block suggested that boundary layer transition
occurs after the throat. A pressure and temperature
survey at the end of a nozzle block where the boundary
layer is turbulent showed that the velocity d±str.bution
is similar to that found at low spaed. This survey was
also used to calculatc the overall heat transfer rate to
the nozzle block. This result agreed with that obtained
from the direct method of determining the heat transfer
by measuring the cooling water rate and temperature
increase.

In coDclusion it is found that a hypersonic wedge nozzle
produces shock free expansions and acceptable flow in the
test section and serves well as a research tool.

U. S. NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY
WHITE OAK, kARYIAND
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carried out in the Continuous NOL 12 x 12 ca Hyper3oniC
Tunnel No. 4. This facility was first put into operation
In May 1950. The titles of the previous NAVORDS discussing
results from the tunnel aro:

I Air Liquefaction. NAVORD 1742, 4 Jan 1951
II Dlifuser Investigation. NAVORD 2376, 5 May 19Z2III Diffuser Investigation with Models and Supports,
IV High Supply Temperature Measurement and Control,

HAVORD 2574, 8 Oct 1952

The present NAVORD (Results V) pretents an experimental
and theoretical discussion of a cooled high Mach number
nozzle. The work was jointly sponsored by the U. S. Naval
Bureau of Ordnance and the V. S. Air Force, Flight Research
Laboratory.

The authors are indebted to Messrs. Charles B. white and
E. J. Stollenwerk for the mechanical design of the nozzle.

* Pro. i. N.ffal tls advice on the cooling problem is gratefully
acknowledged. Nmusra.T.. TAcn and R. Garren pAricapatedA
during the tests ad Messrs. J. Kendall, Jr. and ff. Maxwell
assisted in making the boundary layer calculations.
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NOL HYPERSONIC TUNNEL 22O1. 4 RESULTS V:
EXPERIMENTAL AND THRORXMICAL INVESTIG&TYON OF E

A COOLED HYPESONIC WEDGE NOZZL

INTRODtKCT7!O

of the NOL 12 x 12 cm Hypersonic Wind Tunnel (Figure 1),
iwas decided to uetopa blocks as anozzle

(Figures 2 und 3) produzcing a contiLuous expansion of the
air. The Mach number in any section of such a 1"wEdge
nozzle", and in particular, the maximuim Mach number in
the exit sectior can then be easily varied by varying
the nozzle area ratio only. This feature appeared to be
advantageous for the study of such basic phenomena as
aia condensation (reference -1), neededi pressure ratios
to operate at high Mach nuzb~*rs (reference 39)**, etc.
It was pland to later attempt the deeign of a noxr-le
producin~g unitorm flow In a greater region ftr testing
larger models. Another reason for the initial selection
of such a simple nozzle was the fact that boundary layer
corrections of theore~tical potential. flow nozzle walls I -
designed to produce :uch unt~for* ions are insufficiently

I ~ known at high 2-ach numbers.

2. Experimentation with tio types >.f wedige nozzles
during the last 2-1/2 yearz has shown that these nozzles

produce satisfactory flow, and a theoretical and experi-
mental discusaon of the nozzle performance with some
comparison with uniform flow nozzles will be given in
section Il of this report.I 3. To prevent air condeasation in the wind tunnel at
high Mach numbers, the supply air must be preheated. Even
highly purified air does not supercool appreciably (ref-
etrence 2) in contrast to the well known case of rapid
expansions of water vapor in nozzles (reference 3). It
is therefore advisable that the exp~ansion of the air in
the tunnel does not enter the condensation region. Wind
tunnel supply temperatures and pressures for such opertion
are given on Figure 8 of reference 4. Although these
temperatures are much lower than those which would siottlate
actual free-flight stagnation temperatures (compare Figtuwe 1,
reference 5), they are high enough to pose a severe

I
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technical problem at Bach numbers above say N - 8.
At the peak Mach numbers for practicable tunnel oper-
ation, one may therefore weil resort to extremepurification to eh .4b - z-- -up ta-coollg and resuitant

saving in ]-eating as pointed out by Nagamatsu (referonce 2).
In this report we -ill deal, however, mainly with Mach
numbers of the order 7 to 8 where a moderate supply
pressure range from 5 to 30 atmospheres at temperatures
of the order 300 to 4000C -akesa continuous tunnel
operation quite practical.

4. During operation at clevated supply temperatures,
all components of the tunnel are being heated by
conduction, forced convection and radiation. The nozzle
and test section walls, for example, will tend to reach
a temperature close to the recovery temperature after
some time of operation. This recovery temperature is
in turn of the order of the zj-'iy temperature. Depending
on the local rate nf heat transfer from the flow, the
locally different heat capacity of the tunnel components,
etc., the equipment will become non-uniformly hot. An
example of such uneven heating of the nozzle surface and
other components is given on Figures 4 and 6 of reference 5.
It can be seen that the throat of the nozzle heats up much
more rapidly than the nozzle end (compare section V). If
su.... n essu a d te-ratU. O are held donstant for a
fixed Mach number, one expects that finally all tunnel
components will reach some constant temperature. Such a
constant temperature could not be attained in our tunnelafter several hours of operation. On the other hand, the

slowly increasing temperatures of all tunnel components
cause warpage of metal parts, breakdown of all rubber
based seals, glass breakage, etc. Warpage is particularly

effective at the narrow nozile throat where small area
changes result in major Mach number changes in the test
section, (see section II). In order to avoid these

* difficulties, retain the flexibility of Mach number change
inherent in a two-dimensional wedge nozzle, and rapidily
attain a constant temperature and geometry, a nozzle
water-cooling system was designed and built, (Figures 1,
2 and 3). It was further found that the top of the test
section frame had to be cooled (Figure 1) to obtain fixedi base pointa for the nozzle bed. With such an arrangement,

the following is found (see ections II and IV):

2
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(a) Most of the nozzle surface 7emains near
room temperature at all times. (In
our tunnel thy cooling water discharge is
of the order 10 gallons per minute.)

(h. C n tant Ma-- u- r"umber readings in the
test section are attained after a few
minutes of operation.

(c) The tunnel can be operated continuously
for hours.

(d) Materials, gaskets, etc. do not undergo
.ermanent changes and all operating
conditions can be repeated accurately.

*5. The following sections of this NAVORD report give
an account of some of the theoretical and experimental
work done to date on this nozzle.

II. NOZZLE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

*6. Design Problerts of Hypersonic Nozzles. The aero-
dynamic aesign of a potential f1ow nozzle for Mach
numbers above 5.0 is the same as that for conventional
supersonic nozzles. There are several methods (allbased on thpnry of characteristics) w determining

the contours of both two and three-dimensional nozzles.
A two-dimensional nozzle can be designed b the graphical
seLmetrahodsl method given by Puckett (reference 7 and 8).

These methods are tedious and are subject to graphical
error especially in the hypersonic range for which the
characteristic net becomes greatly elongated. The
analytical methods of Foelsch (reference 9) and Atkin
(reference 10) are usually preferred for practical reasons
because they are more accurate and can be used on high
speed computing machines. In the three-dimensional case
the design is couplicated by the fact that the characteristic
net in the hodograph plane has to be determined step by
step along with the net in the physical plane. However,
for axially symmetric flows there are available several
graphical, numerical and analytical methods (see references
11, 12 and 13). A three-dimensional nozzle of arbitrary
cross-section can be obtained by tracing the stream lines

*that outline the area throughaot a known axially symmetric
flow (see references 14 and 15). ThiD method has the
disadvantage that the cross-sectional shape so obtained

3
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varies along the nozzle thus making it difficult to
fabricate. It may be possible to correct the surfaces
to give a constant cross-sectional shape by a linearized
method of characteristics such as given by Ferri in
reference 16. Another type of three-dimensional nozzle
aumnlnyina a gn town +hv.*.a+ tie x.,r1 af~n 4 " M a-c

first in one plane then in the plane at right angles,
is described in reference 17.

7. One of the main pract.cal problems in hypersonic
nozz3e design is the achievement of a smooth flow through
the nozzle throat. For high Mach numbers the ratio of
the test sectioa area to throat area becomes very iatge.
As a result for medium sized tunnels tha throat must be
a narrow slit or some configuration of equivalent area.
This is illustrated in the table below. The throat
must therefore be emachined very accurately. The
mechanical design is further complicated by the possible
warpage of the throat due to the high surface temperatures

TABLE II-I

Throat and Exit Areas for Two and Three-Dimensional
(M = 8) Nozzles.

Two-dimensional 12 x 12cen - ~ .063 x 12 cm

Axially Symmetric 12 cm dia. 0 .87 cm dia.

Square throat and 12 x 12 cm a .87 x .87 cm
exit plane

that can occur in this region during "hot" tunnel operation
(see section IV and V). Also the subsonic section amust
usually withstand high pressures while in the supert'onic
portion the pressure is very low. (The NOL hypersonic
tunnel no. 4 operates at supply pressures up to 30 atm).
High supply pressures are required in order to have
continuum flow in the test section at high ach numbers.

O.CASSIFIED
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8. A two-dimensional nozzle was selected for the NOL
hypersonic tunnel for the following reasons. (1) Nozzle
boundary-layer corrections 2re rot accurate at tigh Mach
numbers (primarily due to the .ack of skin-friction data,
see teference 15). In thA tvt)dJ-enlEol cs th
boundary layer can be allowed for approximately, by ad-
justing the nozzle blcks. For an axially symmetric or
square nozzle, on the other hand, errors in the boundary-
layer correction resulting in poor Hach number distribution,
would require remachining the surfaces or discarding the
nozzle. (2) Disturbances in an axially smmetric nozzle
tend to focus along the axis. (3) A two-step, three-
dimensional nozzle is unsatisfactory (see reference 17)because of boundar-i-layer affects. (4) The cost of
fabricating a three-dimensional nozzle is considerably

higher than for a two-dimensional nozzle.

9. For the initial tests in the hypersonic tunnel a
two-dimensional wedge nozzle (straight diverging walls)
was chosen in preference to a uniform flow nozzle.
With this wedge nozzle a wide range of Mach numbers can
be achieved by simply changing the throat opening without
introducing disturbances due to incorrect nozzle contour.
The flow in a hypersonic wedge nozzle, for small wall
angles, closely approximates two-dimensionalsource flow
(constant properties along circular arcs with centers
roughly at the throat). In a unifon_ 9cmw nozzle, on th
other hand, the flov expands slowly along the nozzle

walls as compared to that along the axis. This produces
relatively strong "cross-flow" pressure gradients which
cause the boundary layer on the sidewalls to build up-
along the centerline (references 19 and 20). Also a
wedge nozzle of the same length end Mach number, as a
uniform flow nozzle, has a smaller maximum wall angle.
This reduces the possibility of flow separation.

10. Previous investigations in a minimum length uniform
flow nozzle designed for J = 5.18 have shown that a small
radius at the throat can lead to such flow separation and
shock waves (see Figure 4). Here the throat radius is
about 1/16" and the wall angle slightly downstream of the
throat is 36.20. In order to minimize this effect, the
throat of the wedge nozzle was formed as a cylinder of 3/8"
radius and the wall angle was kept to approximately 5-1/2o.
Shadowgraph and schlieren photographs of the flow near the
throat of the wedge nozzle for a Mach number setting of 5.0
are given in Figsre 5. (This setting corresponds to the

5
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largest throat opening possible with the present nozzle).
From these photographs we can see that there is no
separation oe large disturbances in thie flow field. The
triangular pattern appearing in the schlieren photograph
agrees roilghiy with that found graph:Lcally by the method

f cha...t.er4sti. Thf.e distlrtioz of the tthoat "j the
shadowgram is optical and is due to the large density
gradients in this region of flow.

11. When the tunnel is operated at high supply temp.e-ratures
• th3 nozzle blocks become heated and tend to expand, par-

ticularly in the throat region where the rate of heat
tranefer is large. The expansion is inward because the
tunnel casing, to which the blocks are attached, remains
relatively cold. As a result the throat area decreases
and the nuzzle exit Mach number increases with time. By
introducing a cooling system (see Figures 1, 2 and 3) the

' nozzle dimensions czn be kept constant after a short period
of operation (For p0 = 10 atm, T - 5930K and X = 7.0 the
nozzle blocks reach equilibrium afler about ten minutes of
operation). The sensitivity of Mach number to coolant rate
is illustrated in Figure C. It can be seen that without
any nozzle cooling the Mach nuaber increases with time.
Nozzle cooling also tends to keep the boundary-layer
characteristics constant with time.

12. Flow Calibration. An example of the flow calibration
will be given fn _aih numbe f 7.0 only. HOwevcr, tha
results are generally true for other Mach number settings
This particular setting corresponds to that chosen for the
boundary-layer survey and the heat-transfer measurements
given in sections III and IV.

13. The flow in a plane 1" upstream from the nozzle exit
ws surveyed with pitot and static pressure probes. Static
pressures along the centerline of the nozzle sidewall were
also measured. The pitot probes were made from .095"
hypodermic tubing with a wall thickness of .01". The static
pressure probes were made from the same tubing with an 80
cone attached to the tip. Four .025" nrifice were located
20 probe diameters aft of the shoulder. The static orifices
in the nozzle sidewall h,.d an opening of 025". In order
to measure the low static pressures near the nozzle exit
(of the order of 2mm Hg) it was necessary to use a silicone
oil micro-manometer equipped with an optical reading system.

I, This instrument has an accuracy of better than 1/2% in the

6
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range under consideration. A precision mercury manometer
or calibrated aneroid type gauges were used for measuring
the higher pitot pressures.

14. A plot of the static pressure ditr!bution al-0-
the centerline of the nozzle sidewall in terms of the
supply pressure, for an exit Mach number of 7.0, is given
in Figure 7. There appears to be a smooth expansion along
the entire leng*h of the nozzle. The pressure gradient at
the nozzle exit corresponds to a drop in Mach number of
about .02 M/cm. This compares with the value of .03 M/cm
derived from one-dimensional theory assuming inviscid
flow throughout the nozzle in which case the growing
boundary layer on t0 nozzle wall is neglected.

15. The Mach number distribution for various traverses
in a plane 1" upstream from the nozzle exit as determined
from pitot and static pressure seasurements at the identical
location using the Ryleigh formula are given in Figure 8.
The maximum variation in Mach number, outside of the
boundary layer, is 2%. In earlier surveys it was found that
there were disturbances in the flow origination near the
junctions of the nozzle throat with the sidewalls. By
using metal to metal w'-als between the nozzle and sidewalls
these disturbances could be practically eliminated as
indicated by the smooth Mach number distributions. From
these measurements we find the stagnation pressure loss
throughout the nozzle to be about 4%. A schlieren
photograph of the flow in the nozzle exit for a Mach number
of 7.0 is given in Figure 5.

16. Boundary-Layer Growth. If at some station along the
nozzle the ach number in the free stream is known then
we can estimate the boundary-layer displacement thickness
on the nozzle walls by comparing the flow area obtained
from iseontropic flow tables with the geometrical area
enclosed by the walls. (A one-dimensional analysis is
sufficient here since it closely approximates the two-
dimensional analysis for a waill angle of only 5-1/2o.)
In the calculations we assume that the boundary layer is
of equal thickiess on all four walls and zero at the
throat (in set-ation V the displacement thickness is shm-n
to be about .005 mm at the throat). Almo since the
stagnation pressure lose in this nozzle is small, we can
determine the flow area with good accuracy from simply
the ratio of the static pressure to the supply pressure
using iuentropic flow tables. Therefore, for each static
pressure measurement on the nozzle sidewall we can obtain

7
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a displacement thickness. The growth of the boundary
layer displacement thickness along the nozzle obtained
in this manner is compared to that calculated by Tucker's
method (reference 18) in Figure 9. In the theory the
walls are assumed to be thermally insulated, whereas tie
actual nozzle walls are cooled. This probably accoun':s
for the experimental values being thinner (i.e. increased
density near the wall) than those calculated by the
theory. The displacement thickness determined directly
from the boundary-layer survey (see section III) fits
well withi the other experimental points. It is interesting
to note that the total thickness of the boundary layer at
the nozzle exit obtained by Tucker's method is 24 am
which is close to the 26 "a measured in the boundary layer
survey.

IIX. TURBULENT BOUNDARY-LAYER CHARACTERISTICS
AT END OF NOZZLE

17. In addition to the indirect determination of
growth of the diaplacement thickness along the nozzle
wall discussed in the last section, a detailed survey
of the boundary-layer profiles at one point was undertaken.
A survey was ade perpendicular to the west nozzle wall one
inch from the nozzlO exit. The data were unaffected by the
juncture of nozzle end and first diffuser plates. Since
the position of the transition point along the nozzle is still
unknown, it is interesting to note that at this survey station
a fully developed turbulent boundary layer was found. The
pertinent results are summarized in the following table.

TABLE III: Boundary-Layer Survey

Station: Center of went nozzle wall, 1" upstream of
If nozzle exit.
Supply pressure: D a 10 atmospheres
Supply temperature: To - 5930K (500 above that temperature

needed to avoid air condensation
throughout.)

Wall temperatuie at survey station: Tw = 3160 K (cooling
system in operation)

Free stream temperature: To = 560 K (Tw/T.* = 5.7)
Free stream Mach number: Mo = 7.0 t 0.01
Free stream velocity: A = 1040 w/sec
Free stream Mach number gradient: Appr.0.02 X/cm (compare

section II)

8
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Reynolds number based on displacement thickness:
Re (S* ) = 43,000

Re based on equivalent flat plate leugth (calculated):
Re (z) = 107

Boundary-layer thickness at poiut where l.A ' 0.995t&g,

Displacement thickness: -- 10.5 mm
Homentum thickness: e = 1.24 am
Energy thickness (see section V): = 2.'8 as.

18. The above data were taken iA the following manner:
Static pressure was measured by a hole 1/2 am diameter
in the wall and by a 50 cone-cylinder static probe in
the free stream just outside the edge of the boundary
layer. (Silicone oil manometers of about T 2 microns
measuring accuracy during tunnel operation were used.)
Since agreement between these two static pressure was
found to be o2 the order of 1 per cent, a cono.tant value
of static pressure was assumed to exist through the
boundary layer.

19. Pitot pressure was surveyed from wall to free stream
with a flattened hypodermic tube of about 0.18 ma opening.
This opening is large enough t,, avoid errors due to slip
flow effects on the impact prossure easurement in the
region of low Reynolds numbers in the boundary layer near
the wall (reference 21).

20. From measured pitot pressure and static pressure,
the local Mach number could be determined from the
Rayleigh formula (reference 8 p. 95). The Rayleigh Mach
number is shown on Figure 10a. (The assumption of the
validity of the perfect gas law implicit in this evaluation
and the uae of Y a 1.4 is warranted in our range of
thermodynamic data (reference 22, Figure 19). The distance
from the wall y, is made dimensionless by the boundary-
layer thickness a . 26 mm. At the measured point closest
to the wall (V 0.1 am), the flow is still supersonic, ~( M .3). m
21. Total temperature was surveyed with a shielded,
total temperature probe. This probe was calibrated in
the free stream in approximately the range of Mach numbers,
densities and temperature encountered in the boundary-
layer measurements. The probe recovery factor

r - (I,) -

9
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in smaller than one because of instrumental errors due
to radiation and conduction from the thermocouple junction
to thie surroundings. Such errors are part icularly hard
to overcome at the high Mach numbers (low test section
density) and high temperatures (large radiation losses)
in question. Uding the measured free stream recovery
factor to correct the boundary-layer total temperature

~eaurmentwe obtain Fisure lob. The measurement
closest to the wall was atilg.. 2 an. A linear total
temperature diwtributlon was assumed between this point
and the measured wall temperature. Fnon the measured
Mach number jad total temperature, the static temperature
can be computed using the energy equation In the form

22. Finally the velocity profile may be calculated
employing the definition of Mach number N a UAL , ____w
and obtaining

tk~o MOV760(111,3)

This velocity profile is shown in Figure 10c which Includes
the results of feur iadependent runs.* A 1/7 - power
profile is indicated for comparison.

23. Since all Illow properties in the boundary layer are
n= kot~Irstwgrgnids in the equations defining
displacement, momentum and energy thickness, (see section
VI), could now be calculated and plotted. The integrals
themselves were determined using a planimeter. The results
are given in Figure 10 and Table 111,2. Comparing these
ratios to those given by the estimates of either Tucker
(reference18 and 35) or Ickert (reference 24) for the
insulated flat plate case at the same Mao , we find the
following qualitative effects of heat transte to the wall:

TAML 111,2

Xstimatie (referencia 18 or
Measured Case: 24), assuming Insulated flat
Tv/Tic a 5.7 plate; Pr a1, 1/7 -power

profile and Tv/Taa : 0i.8.

.4.6

l/.05 .027
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The direction of deviation of the measured values
from those derived theoretically is expected from
the increased density near the wall in the experi-
mental case with heat transfer. (Cooling of the wall
has an effect qualitatively somewhat similar to suction.)

24. The Reynold,_ number based on free stream conditions
and displacement thickness is 43,000. On the other hand
an estimate of an equilvalent flat plate Reynolds number I
was made assuming that free stream conditions of the
survey station would have prevailed outside the boundary
layer of an equivalent flat plate. Using the incoml-ress-
ible formula for boundary-layer thickness as function of
Reynolds number or that obtained by Eckert (reference 24,
equation 37) for a uompressible case with unaltered
velocity profile and no heat transfer we obtain a flat
plate Reynolds number of the order 10. Conversely, our
survey station would correspond to that taken on a plate
with a turbulent boundary layer of about 1.5 m length
and our free stream condition. Our small tunnel may then
be taken to simulate conditions in a large tunnel capable
of operating with a flat plate model o such length
successfully, if the small pressure gradient and previous
boundary-layer history do not affect a fully developed
turbulent bouncary layer.

25. In section IV it will be seen that the temperature
in the ste1 nzz~l 1010-6 drops linearly with distance
from the surface after a steady state of supply conditions
and cooling system operation has been reached. The time
history of such a measurement is shown on Figure 18. A
cut parallel to the T - axis through this figure at some
time produces plots of temperature distribution like that
given on Figure 19. Since the heat conductivity of thenozzle material is known, the rate of heat transfer per

unit area at the bounaary-layer station could be determinedfrom

q=Jd? (111,4)
On the other hand the heat transfer coefficient is defined by

q = I(Te - Tw)
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26. We could now determine the Stanton number (some-
times called dimensionless heat transfer coefficient Ch,,)
from/

~' OC P AA_.. r 0~ A. (TTN (11, 6)
\00'- 'iV'1

if we knew the insulated flat plate temperature, Te.
H~owever, since Te - To l- 6000K, we were not able
to measure its value at present. We therefore calculated
stoo in two ways. First we take the known approximate
expressionJ or the turbulent recovery factor (reference 25)

r r We then choose Pr =0.73 based upon
thermodynamic properties niear the wall aiud obtain T =5390K
and St.* 0.00075. Secondly by using Pr =1 (an3 thus
71e To 5930K), we obtain St, 0.00061.

27. To obtaia the local friction coefficient we apply
the relation (given in reference 26, equation 20).

which may be transformed into

- o # .r~ (111,8)

Using (111,8) we obtain numerically C* = 0.0012 for both
combinations of Pr and T discussed above. We now calculate
the'shear stress at the wall

Cf (111,9)

28. Finally, it is pcssible to use this value for the
representation of the velocity profile in the Parameters

and +(I11,10)

(reference 27). These para~eters are based on wall
density and kinematic viscosity since this plot is of
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greatest interest near the wall. Figure 3 shows our
measurement with the region based upon interpolated
total temperature data given as a dashed line. For
comparison, von Karman's incompressible flow semi-
logarithmic law (reference 27) and assumed linear
Vrlnriy A42+vi4,- = (-+- ' ) !a the laminar
sublayer are shown. Finally a compressible flow
profile calculated from equation 72 of van Driest's
analysis (reference 25) for our M .o and Tw/T** is
given. Aside from other Assmptlons inherent in
van Driest's animiysis, the calculated profile has the
boundary condition tk = 4kLo at y , tching
the measured profile at this point.

29. Summarizing, it may be stated that the boundary-
layer characteristics near the nozzle exit are quite
similar to those encountered in incompressible turbulent
boundary layers. Although the heat transfer to the wall
does not affect the velocity distribution materially, it
alters the relative magnitudes of displacement and momentum
thickness with respect to the insulated flat plate case.
Finally, one cannot discern a laminar sublayer from our
data possibly because we were unable to take totalStemperature measurements in that range which is roughly
coincident with the estimated extent of the incompressible
laminar sublayer.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE TEMPERATURES-A" TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER

30. Any experiments to determine recovery temperatures,
heat transfer data, and many other types of investigations
rely upon the accaracy with which the wind-tunnel supply
temperature, To, is known. The correct reference To isassured if the supply temperature is uniform and constant
over practically the entire nozzle inlet cross-section.

iThe achievement of such conditions, Figure 12, was there-
fore a prerequisite to the experiments described in the
following (reference 28).

31. Due to design (cooling system) and operational range
(high M, high TO ) of the hyparsonic tunnel, experimental
arrangements to obtain will surface temperatures or
overall heat transfer data have to be different from those

.1 used at other places (reference 29). There is some

13
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question about the precision that can be obtained if
surface temperatures are measured with a temperature
gradient in the nozzle wall induced by the nozzle
cooling system. However. the results obtained show
that pract!cally steady-s'~te co:.dition ai reached
within -- --inutez afcr starting a tunnel riun, and
that errors due to conduction and radiation are probably
of the same order of maguitude as the experimental
scatter of the data.

32. Measurement of Surface Temperature. With the
nozzle cooled by a ueasured rate of water flow through
the cooling system (see sectionix), a steady-state
temperature distribution will be established in the
nozzle wall. This distr..bution is a function of the
temperature, pressure, Mach number, coolant flow, etc.
of the tunnel operation. Depending on these variables
and the amount of preheating done through the by-pass,
it will take some time until practically steady-state
temperatures are attained. If there are no sertous
non-uniformities iri the wall material, no strong
temperature gradients in the nozzle in the z-direction,
and if the nozzle wall can be practically treated as a
slab of fixed dimensions, then the temperature in the
nozzle wall will drop linearly with distance from the
nozzle surface. By measuring the temperatures at
various depths, it should then be possible to obtain
kturface tAzi peratures by hi, neis T n this
fashion one avoids the insertion of measuring elements
that may disturb the flow on the nozzle surface.

33. Temperatures of the nozzle wall can be measured
at any of 13 points along the center line of each nozzle
block with four thermocouples imbedded into the nozzle
wall at various depths from the surface, (see Figure 2).
To make installation and exchange of this arrangement
more convenient, the thermocouples were inserted in
separate plugs (see Figure 34). These plugs were ground
to fit appropriate holes in the nozzle wall. With the
plugs made of the same material as the nozzle wall, it
is assumed that they do not cause a greater disturbance
of the temperature field than does the presence of the
thermocouples itself. To reduce conduction errors along
the thermocouple wires in the plugs, they are led for a
certain length behind the junction parallel to tbe nozzle
surface, in the direction cf the z-axis.

14
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34. The e.m.f. output Pf the thermocouples is
measured wito Brown temperature recorders (model
153llP28Al)4 (Superscripts refer to the list in
sectlon VIII) or a K-2 type Leeds and Northrup2

potetieLe_-, dpeding upon the temperature
difference across the nozzle wall and the accuracy
required. With the Brown recorders the temperature
of the individual points can be read to± 0.30C
(reference 28). Using the K-2 type potentiometer
wall temperatures and/or wall temperature differences
can be read consistently to within 0.010C during actual
operation of the tunnel.*

35. Most of the tests described here were made with
the cooling rate adjusted to 6.5 gallons per minute
per nozzle block. With this rate practically steady-
state readings are achieved in a few minutes. (A
change of this cooling rate Just gives a displacement
of the temperature level.) In this case the cooling
water passed through two passages near the throat
(Figure 2). One passage at the nozzle exit was partially
open and 41l the remaining ones were closed. Measurements

*of surface temperature at Vs = 7.6 given here as example
cover the temperature range 3400 K 5 To S 615 0 K
(Figure 13) and the pressure range 9 atm Po S 15 atm,
(Figure 14). These measurements were taken near the nozz-e1
thfot and it can be seen that in all cases the nozzle
surface temperature (distance = 0 cm) is considerably
below the tunnel supply temperature and equal to or
slightly higher than room temperature. An increase in
supply pressure (Figure 14) and in supply temperature
(Figure 13) causes an increase of the stea'4y-state nozzle
surface temperature due to the increased rate of heat
transfer for a fixed rate of coolant flow. Measurements at
g .en Po ar TO at nine stations along the center line of the

*This accuracy requires the use of selected, calibrated

thermocouple wire, same wire material from hot junction
to ice bath, Cu-wire from ice bath to potentiometer and
galvanometer (i.e. the same as used within these in-
struments), careful and repeated balancing of the
potentiometer circuit, achieved with Leeds and Northrup
standard cell and a Willard constant potential storage
battery), and finally a stable reference ice bath.

15
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nozzle surface (Figures 15 and 16) were evaluated to
extrapolate nozzle surface temperatures, wall temperature
gradients (Figures 15 and 16) and to construct isothermes
through the nozzle wall, (Figure 17). Finally measure-
ments of wall timperatures at the boundary-layer survey

using the K-2 type potentiometer. The results indicate a
slew increase of the temperature at each thermocouple
lot.at±±u vith time, (Figure 18). This is possibly due
to the fact that exact steady-state conditions cannot be
reached, as long as radiative heat transfer from the un-
cooled sidewalls whose temperature increases slowly
during the test is present. However, the fact that this
temperature change is only about 0.70K in 3/4 hours permits
us to consider operatiob as practically stationary.

36 Assuming no longitudinal heat conduction in the
nozzle wall, complete insulation of the nozzle block from
sidewall and test section frame (a fact that is very
nearly true), absence tf radiation effects, etc.,
temperature-depth curves such as shown may be used to
determine the local rate of heat transfer. (The rate
of local heat transfer per unit area is given by the
product of heat conductivity of the material times thetemperature gradient) (see equation II,4).Figure 19 is

a cross-plot of Figure 18 averaged for 10 different
abscissa values to eliminate the small tim.e effect. With

4k-4 !.- 50.4 knal/h u OK and AT/Av - .1 or/- #-

Figure 19, we find a local rate oZ heat transfer per
unit area q = 2424±t73 kcal/m 2 hr at the boundary-layer
survey station ( Hoc a 7). This rate of heat transfer
at the test section is very low in contrast to the throat
region, mainly due to the low test section density.
(Compare e.g. the heat output of 675 kcal/m2 h from a
steam radiator under standard conditions, i.e. rcom
temperature 240 C, steam temperature 1OOC, reference
30, p. 91).

37. Tests to determine the total rate of heat transfer
require again a constant po, a constant and uniform To
and L oteady-state temperature distribution across the
nozzle walls. The quantities to be measured are the
coolant rate, the temperature of the incoming or outgoing
coolant, and the temperature increase of the coolant.
The cooling rate is measured with a Flowratuor, (see section
I. after the coolant pressure is equalized in the lines
to both nozzle blocks. The temperature of the incoming

16
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-~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _VIM

WATER HEAT FLOW RATE
COOLING RATE TEMPERATURE (6.27x10-2 jAxCOOLING RATE)

(GALLONS/KIN) INCREASE (10 KCAL/HR)
(OK)

~s PO= p20ATM T- 600 0 K

6.6 ±0.8% 1.50:t 0.5% 2.25±t 0.054

6.5± 0.9% 1.50± 0.5% 2.23±t 0.054

5.3 ±0.9% 1.84± 0.6% 2.20:± 0.036

51.2± 1.0% 1.89±t 0.8% 2.22±t 0.040

3.9± 0.8% 2,47±t 0.8% 2.17±t 0.036

3.8± 0 9% 2.-5 5±= 0.7% 2.19±: 0.036

2.6.k 1. 9% 3.50:t 0.6%, 2.07±t 0.050

2.5±- 0.8% 3.68 t 0.9% 2.04 ± 0.036

1.4 t 1. 5% 6.30±t 0.6% 1.92±t 0.040

Ms = 7.6 P0 =10ATM T 0 5930 K

6.3±t 2.3% 0.92±t 2.2% 1.32±t 0.06

TABLE I-IV SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TOTAL HEAT
TRANSFER MEASUREMEnS
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and outgoing water is measured in the center of the
inlet duct and in the center of both outlet ducts,
respectively, with 30 gauge I.C. thermocouples. The
thermoccuples. are immersed into the water for about
2.5 cm, with the unsupported portions coated with
G -1 _and aaledA into the support. Because of the
range of temperature differences involved (order of
10 to 100C), the thermocouple e.m.f. is measured with
the K-2 type potentiometer. Measurements at various
cooling rates, 1.5 gallons/min to 6.5 gallons/min
per nozzle block, vere made for )k = 8.0 and Pc = 20 atm,
To a 600

0 K (Figure 20) the conditions for which the
heat transfer will be calculated in the next chapter,~The results are given in Figure 21 and Table 1.

38. The errors given in Table I are those resulting
from the scatter of the experimental data. Estimates
show that in comparison to them errors due to conductive
and radiative heat transfer to and from the nozzle surface
and surrounding boundaTies can probably be neglected.
The nozzla blocks are well insulated from most of the
surrounding metal parts by an air space, silicone rubber
seals, and only a small band of metal-to-metal contact.(The temperature gradient across the metal-to-metal

contact is comparable to that existing in the subsonic
part of the nozzle, see Figure 17). Conduction errors
are therefore believed to be negligibly small. Radiative
heat tranufr f--m +h- -coclad t-unnel *ai'& can also be
neglected if the walls are kept smooth and unoxidi-zd.
For aa okder of magnitude estmote of the error we assume
a pessimistic case where the sidewalls of the tunnel over
their entire lengths are at supply air temperature while
the nozzle walls are kept at room temperature. We assume
further that the total energy radiated from the sidewalls
is transferred to the nzzle neglecting the geometry.
Using Qrad = A O E (I1 - T2

4 ) (reference 31, p. 215),
with A = 360 cm2 for the sidewall area, the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant C a 1.37 x 10- 1 cal/sec cm2 OK4 , Tsidewall

6000K, Tnozzle = 3000K, we obtain Qrad of 22 kcal/hr if
the emittance of the sidewalls is 0. . This upper bound
of the radiative heat transfer from the sidewall to the
nozzle surface amounts to only about 1 per cent of the
total measured heat transfer across the nozzle wall,
(Table I), and may therefore be neglected.

17
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V. THEORETICAL HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS AND
COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS

39. Since the air flowing through the tunnel is heated
and the nozzle walls are cooled, there is a continual
flow of beat from the air, through the nozzle wall,
into the cooling water. A steady-state heat transfer
analysis can be applied to this problem (see section IV).
This analysis can be subdivided into the following parts.

(a) The beat transfer by forced convection from
a high velocity, compressible fluid to a
plane wall.

(b) The flow of heat by conduction in a homogeneoua
solid of a particular geometry.

(c) Forced convection to water flowing through tubes. f
(d) The transfer of heat by radiation from the

uncooled sidewalls to the nozzle walls.

The amount of heat transferred by (d) may be neglected
(see section IV).

A. Overall Heat Transfer

4;. e we absume that there are effective adiabatic
planes midway between the transverse cooling passages
(Figure 22) and that all the heat which enters the nozzle
wall in the length A L is removed by the cooling water,
the overall heat transfer can be defined by the equation

Furthermore, we have

+A~ 24k 1 Ak, (V,2)

from, for example, reference 32, page 136. The
quantities on the right-hand side of equation (V,l)
represent respectively the resistance to heat flow of

18__
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the cooling water, the nozzle wall, and the air stream;
they are discussed in detail below.

41. Beat trapsfer to cooling water. The heat transferred
to the cooling water per unit area of nozzle surface is
given by -

In calculating he we assume

(a) that the entire surface of the cooling
passage is at the s~ae temperature Tb,

(b) that the temperature rise of the weter
is small enough to neglect the change
of u, , and Pr with temperature, and

(W) that the water flow is turbulent (true
for our Reynolds numbers). We select
the heat-transfer correlation based upon

experimental results for turb-lent flow
through smooth pipes suggested in
r6ference 32, page 167.

LL %4 S-- r % rr(V,4)
Substituting the following ?alues of fluid properties
taken at 14tV (the temperature of our cooling water)

1.15 x 10-3 kg/sec a,1.40 x 10- 4 kcal/sec: a o K, and

in equation (V,4) gives

7- 60 We (V,5)

It should be noted that in equation (V,5) V rostors to
the weight of water entering the ceater of The nozzle
block (see section X-X, Figure 3). Half of this water
flown through each side of the cooling passage,

unu19
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Substituting equation (V,5) into equation (V,3) with
A L =0.0190 m gives

AL/aoWoyrT) 16

42. Heat conduction In nozzle wall. The heat transferred
through a hiomogeneous wall of constant thickness is given
by

4AdT (V,7)

By analogy the heat transferred through the nozzle val
can be formally defined as

where the effects of the coolant tube size and position
on the heat flow pattern in the wall are pu~t into an"leffective conductivity" ke. Assuming the cooling passage
to act zs a heat sink and u3ing the method of imagesi,
N. Hiall found that for this partiqu a e 4

-ISI&A, -rJ J (

Equaion(V,S) is showu graphically in Figurci 23. In
ol-r nozzle b =0.0159 a and from Figure 23, k/ke =095
It is sufficiently aecurate to use a mean value of k.
Selecting 4400K as a mean val1 temperature gives
k =0.012 kcal/see m OK, and substitating these values
into equiation (V,7a) gives

o g T(T--T6(V,9)
4~. Hea rse rmartnozewl. T et

Trnserred to thie woi~all Is definedas

(V,10)

The calculation of h& is a major problem in iteelg and
will be considered in detail later on.

20
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44. Equations (V,6), (V,9), and (V,10) giving
alternative expressions for q can be considered a
system of three equations in the three unknowns q,
Tw, Tb and could be solved analytically for particular
values of Te, Tc , W and h . Alternatively, a graphical
form of trial-and-efror sotution using Figure 24 may be
=or; u=.sa ug .a.eit 14 umuaaiy quicker than xv anaiytical
solution and gives a better feeling for the effects of
changes in the values of the parameters. To use this
graph a value of q is assumed and, for the prescribed
values of I- and h , this fixes T - Tw, Tv - T , and
Tb - Tc. Te sum 8f these three ?emperature diferences
must equal the prescribed T. -.Tc . If they do not, n
new value of q is chosen and the procedure repeated
until agreement is reached.

B. Calculation of ha

45. The calculation of h. must be based upon the use

oZ the boundary-layer concept,i.e. the effects of heat
transfer to the walls are confined to the portion oZ air
flowing near the walls leaving a core of air in the center
of the tunnel having the pressure and temperature corre-
sponding to an isentropic expansion from supply conditions.
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to experimentally
determine the point of transition from a laminar to a
turbulent boundary layer in our wedge nozzle. It is
known that the boundary layer at the exit of the nozzle4-~~~ = turb l-G. (Se etio11; however, the strongfavorable pressure gradient and the extraction of heat

from the boundary layer are likely to delay transition
(reference 33), and it is quite possible that the boundary
layer is laminar at the throat. For these reasons,
calculations will be made asauming either a laminarfor a
turbulent boundary layer throughout for a typical case'U s - 8.0, po = 20 atm., and To = 600

0 K.

96. The velocity distributfin along the edge of the
boundary layer is given with sufficient accuracy by
assuming one-dimensional flow based upon the geometric
area (see section II). This velocity diotribution is
shown in Figure 25 together with an outline of the nozzle
walls. It can be seen that most of the velocity change
takes place near the throat. This is shown again by
plotting the local value of air acceleration along theg
nozzle (Figure 26); the peak value is approximately 107 g's.

21
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47. The simplest approach to the boundary-layer problem
is to neglect the pressure gradient (and any temperature
gradient) along the nozzle. The nozzle is then hypo-
thetically divided into sections, each of which has a
different but constant velocity to which the flat plate
(i.e., zero pressure gradient) boundary-layer laws are
applied. This was done by calculating local values of
Reynolds number along the nozzle. The length used in
computing the Reynolds number was measured from the
nozzle inlet screen (the point shown as 0 meters in
Figure 25). The local skin friction coefficients were
found from

cf 0.664 R;1/2 (laminar)
or cf 0.059 R 1 / 5 (turbulent)

depending upon the type of flow assumed. The heat
transfer was then assumed to be given by the modified
Reynolds' analogy (see paragraph 27)

213m

where St is based upon free-stream conditions. The
heat transfer coeffxcient can now be found from

.. _=3 p .-. 4 , Cef)* ,4*
St S-S _r- _ ITs A (V,12)

Using equation (V,ll), Cp 0.247 kcal/kg °C and Pr = 0.68
(for t* 5000K),

7Z13OC 7A (V,13)
i A

is obtained. Since A*/A varies much more rapidly with
distance along the nozzle thetc 7 , the heat transfer
coefficient will have its maximum value near the nozzle
throat (since A*/A is greatest at M = 1). This is shown
in the grapbs of ha vs. x, assuming either turbulent or
laminar flow, given in Figures 27 and 28. Since the value
of ha given by equation (V,13) approaches infinity as x
approaches 0, it was felt that as our initial point was

* chosen somewhat arbitrarily it would be undesirable to use
equation (V,13) too near it. instead the value of ha from

22
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x 0 to 0.016 m (M = 0.01) was arbitrarily taken
as the value at the latter point. This is also done
on ail oubsequent graphs of ha VS. X.

48. Because the analysis given above does not consider I.c C.O.Rects Of .L0oiritudinal pressure gradients on the
growth of the boundary layer and on hap its validity 

__near the nozzle throat (where there is a strong pressure
gradient) is doubtful. For this reason further cal-
culations were made by methods which include some of
the effects of pressure gradients. Again separate
calculations were made assuming either a completely
laminar or completely turbulent boundary layer.

49. In both cases the methods used were based upon
the momentum - integral equation (reference 34).

_k aj~ rO,. (v,14)

For the laminar boundary layer the method of Howarth
(reference 35) as modified by Low (reference 36) was
-ed. This method is based upon the assumption of a
one parameter family of boundary-layer velocity profiles
using the Pohlhausen parameter which is a function
of the local boundary layer thickness and pressure

Sic in our case, valucs of A larger than
the maximum given in reference 36 were obtanod, the
method was extended using some of the results given byThwaites (reference 37). Low's analysis also includes
the following assumptions: (a) c-instant T; across theboundary layer (the result of assuming zero heat transfer
and Pr 1, (b) = C (T/T0c ), and (c) constant
T along the nozzle surface (implied by assumption (a))Since this method involved a changing velocity profile,"
both the growth of e with x and the value of7-, for a
given 0 are affected by the value of the local pressure
gradient. Equations (V,11) and (V,12) were used to U
compute ha since no better relation exists between heattransfer and skin friction for compressible flow. Thevariation of e and h. with x assuming laminar flow is
shown in Figurpq 29 and 30.

50. For the assumption of turbulent flow, the methodof Tucker (reference 38) was used. In this analysis a

23
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constant boundary-layer profile given by the powerlaw I I

.LOLbjAtU (V,17)

V- "0 0!3 '/' (~s

The length Reynoldj number along the nozzle surface is
o %Lle order oi 10 , and consequently a value of, N * 7
was used. In equation (V:18), e and Re were based
upon stagnation temperature. Since reference 38 assumes
zero heat transfer and z "turbulent Prandtl number" equal
to 1, T6 is constant across the boundary layer and equal
to T,. The tabulated values given in reference 38 begin
at M-c 0.1. For the initial growth of the boundary layer
where 4<0.1 an incompressible form of the momentumintegral equatic_- was used. Assuming

ds -= m, H =- and + - - _ _ 1,1
and integrating eQua"-tion (.,.1. gives I E

goV,.Q.)9)

from which the growth of the boundary layer can be
computed (the subscript 0 referes to conditions at the
chosen initial point). Since 4 appears only in the
last term of equation (V,19), it is evident that since
u,0/u o decreases rapidly downstream of the starting
p0int (see Figure 25), the effect of the initial _ luc
of 4 becomes negligible. This means that the calculated
thickness of the boundary layer at the nozzle throat
is practically independent of the assumed distance
from the throat to the boundary-layer starting point. The
values of ha were again computed using equations (V,11)
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and (V,12). The variation of 0 and 4awith x assuming
turbulent flow is shown in Figures 31. and 32.

51. Boundary-layer thickness at nozzle throat. It
shoud e nted that despite our small nozzle throat
coein (-ua to M21 att 3-ud
layer at this point is still relatively-thin. Assuming
turbulent flow, the calculation of paragraph 50 gives

2 * (threat) * 2 x 0.00016 0.013I

throat opening 0.025

52. All the heat-transfer coeffic'ent distributions
which have been calculated are shown in Figuzs 3
where they can be more easily compared. The averageU
hest-transfer coefficientW 16- been c alculated for each
case, and the values are t-ated in Table V-1 together
with the maximum valuIe of ha (in units of kcal/sec m2 OK).I
The value of r is important in dete~mining the overall

TABLE V-I

Case h. h(max.)

Laminar with pressure gradient 0.*033 2.*0

Laminar without pressure gradient .0.*0091 0.18

Turbulent with pressure gradient 0.067 3.3

Turbulent without; pressure gradient 0.060 1.5

cooling requirements for the nozzle, while the maximum
value ofa is Important in determining the maximum
temparature on the nozzle surface.* In some cases the
maxim surface temperature (Whieb occurs very near theI
throat) say be more of a design limitation than the overall
cooling load. It can be seen from Table V-I that including
the effect of pressure gradients in the laminar boundary-
layer caae triples Ea and multiplies ha (max.) by ten.

A 25
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Ini the turbulent boundary-layer case, including the
effect of pressure gradients doubles ha (max.) but
only increases WRa slightly.

C. Estimation of Twg at Nozzle Throat

53. The nozzle surface temperature T. Could *Ct te
calculated using F rc24 andU the values of ha found
in the preceding section. Year the tuiroat, however, h.
varies rapidly while Figure 24 is_ based ~U n havi.ng
constant value of ha over t'Re length a L. Nevertheless,
conservative estimates of T~ at the thr~oat (in the sense
of giving too high a value of T.) have been made using
the four values of ha (max.) previously calculated. The
calculation is also conservative because it neglects the
conduction of heat in the nozzle wall parallel to theI
surface away from the maximum temperature point. The
Ca.lcu1lation was rnaUe MO le = &Io'- %tjameu lJPOU a recOvery-
factor of 0.88), Tic = 2870K, and W 3 gal/min ,' Ii
estimated coolant flow ratc througn the cooling passagesU
on each side of the throat; see section IV). The computed
values ofT, and Tb at the nozzle throat are shown in
Table V-Il.TALV-lI

Case _~(K)Tb~

Laminar with pressure gradient 516 341

Laminar without pressure gradient 354 303

Turbulent with pressure gradient 538 346

Turbuler.t without pressure gradient 497 37

Except for the assumption of larainar flow without
pressure gradient, Table V-lI shows that most of the

tempratre roptakes planae in- thc Ie nozzle block.

26
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D. Comparison of Calculated Values v! Heat Transfer
with Measurements.

54. U-sing the measured nozzle surface temperature
(see section IV) and the estimated valves of T . a-,

the throat, the rate -f *ncat f.r aasier to the nozzle
'~ za v e calculated from

q= A (7e--T) (V,20)

where Te -Tw is an averAge temperature difference
along- the nozzle surface. For a coolant fl8w rate of
6.5 gal/mmn a value of T;7 w equal to 225 K was used
(where Te is based upon a recovery factor of 0.88).I The values of Q calculated from equation (V,20) and
the measured value of Q (Figure 21) to one'nozzle block
for a coolant rate of 6.5 gal/min per nozzle block are
shown i~n Table V-111.

TABLE V-lIII

Case Q(kcal/sec) i
Lminar with pr~essure gr!adient 0.58

Laminar withov't pressure gradient 0.16

Turbulent with pressure gradient 1.2

Turbulent without pressure gradient 1.0

Experimental value .62

it can be seen that the calculated value of Q based
upon the assumption of a completely laminar boundary
layer and Including the effects of pressure gradients
is closest to and lower than the measured value. This
is the condition which should prevail if transition
from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer occurred

27
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several centimeters downstream of the nozzle throat
since the difference in heat transfer between laminar
and turbulent flow downstream of such a transition
point would be small compared to the heat transfer
from the laminar boundary-layer upstream of the point.

E. Estimation of Heat Transfer Rate from Boundary-
Layer Measurements.

55. It is interesting to note that an estimate of
the total heat transfer rate to the nozzle walls forM, = 7.6, Po = 10 atm., and To ='5930K can be obtained

fiom the boundary-layer measurements given in section
III. This heat transfer rate can then be compared
with the value (given in section IV) obtained from the
cooling water tempratue rise for the same conditions.
Consider the growth of a boundary layer from stations
1 to 2 as shown in the sketch below.

It is assumed that the streamline a is always outside /
of the velocity and temperature boundary layers. It is

alzo assumed that T' is constant and equal to TO across
the boundary layer at station 1, and that c is constant.
From the conservation of energy law, the het transfer Q
to the wall between stations 1 and 2 must equal the
difference in the energy flowing past station 1 and
station 2,

? 46 (7"V 4 (V,21)

but from the continuity law

f, a 
(V,22)
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combining equations (V,21) and (V,22) gives

0 T (V,23)

Equat
4 4i n IVa t.o 4t ,io4ne an enoero-,

thickness 0-such that

where

In applying equatiol (V ,24) toour nozzle, station 1
wstaken at the nozzle ialet and station 2 at the

boundary-layer measurement station 1 inch upstream of
the ozze eit.Theheat transferred to the 1 inch
porionofthenozleblock downstream of this statin

is negligible compared to the total. A more serious
error of undetermined magnitude results from neglecting

I~fl~ ya *~aatt *aza &hsO *nOnC inic" ra** C on

Consequently, the valu, of Q obtained must be consideredMWapproximate. A comparison of Q (for one nozzle block)
otained frocm on.o

4
n (17 .,n oyj44ho vwitga e9 /1

measured in sectio 1Il, and from the cooling water
temperatuire rise (see section IV) is shown in table V-IV.

TABLE V-IV

Type of Measur=ement ofQ(cle)
Heat Transfer Rate 0(clsc

Bnoundary-layer energy deficiency 0.33

Cooling water temiperature rise 0.36

T1he agreement b-etween these two measurements is probably
within the experimental accuracy.

9Q
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VI. Notation

A flow area

AC surface area of coolAnt tusbe f( Z-DW

A. nozzle surface area per coolant tube =.&4L x w)

b perpendicular distance fromi nozzle surgace to
center of coolant tube

Cf local skin-friction coefficient

c specific heat at constant pressure

D diasmeter of coolant tube

ha, local heat-transfer coefficient for the air

he heat-transfer coefficient for the coolant

average a r heat-t4ransfer coefficient

ectufals Ae

k thermal conductivity

ke "effective thermal conduetivity" defined by
Eq. (V,8)

L length

AL diaotance along nozzle surface between
"le1fective adiabatic planes" (See Fig. 22)

15 nozzle Mach number setting

NU Nusselt number (= bLAk)

p static pressure

pO supply pressure

p' pitot pressure (in superawonic flcw the
0 stagnation pressure behind a normal @h*tk)~

30
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Pr Prandtl number (a c
p

*q rate of heat transfer per unit area

Q rate of hea~t transfer

r recovery factor(= -Tl/ [T )

R gas conatant

Re Reynolds number G~ ux/.)

St Stann number (= h/eu, Cp)

T static temperature

TO s-jr&117tnrd.a IA.frr st------------------
temperature)

TO, local stagnation temperature

Ti temparature Indicated by ittagnation temperature
probe (uncorrected)

ew4 4 4*w calo 11 e.. 1-e temperaturme)

coolant tmperatur

u Velocity

V nozzle width

V weight flow rate of coolant

x distance In flow direction

y distance perpendicular to flow direction

ratio of specific heats

$ boundary-layer thickness

f ~boundary-layer displaceftnt thickness

boundary-i ger nomeutua thickness
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/4 viscosity

i)kinematic viscosity

density

shear stress

boundary-layer energy thickness (defined4, by Eq. (V, 24)

Subscripts

w at the nozz19 surface

00 in the free stream

Superscripts

* ~atl1 N1
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IX. APPENDIX

Construction of Nozzle and Cooling System

1. The nozzle blocks shown in. Figures 1 and 2 were
machined from a solid block of steel purchased under the
naVy i.DEIartrnt Specification 46 SiJ-Grade M. This
material has the following chemical composition:
0.31% carbon, 0.25% Mn, 0.045% P, 0.055% Si, 0.35% Cu
and 0.25% Ni. The finish machining of the surfaces
of the nozzle in contact with the flow was accomplished
by surface grinding parallel to the centerline of this
surface. The surfaces were made flat to within 0.00025
inches, and smooth within an average of 16 RKS (root-
mean-square) micro inches measured perpendicular to the
nozzle centerline or flow direction and 5 RES micro
inches parallel to nozzle centerline. The inlet or
subsonic portion and the .375 inch throat radius portion
were ground perpendicular to the nozzle using a contour-
shaped wheel. During this opcration the nozzle blocks
were set up side-by-side so that each cut would traverse
both blocks; thus producing identical throat radii.
During this set-up the nozzle alignment surface was
ground, thus providing means for accurate alignment of
the nozzles with respect to each other when installed
in the tunnel. After grinding, final polishing of the
throat was done by hand to produce a 5 RES micro inch

-finish. Particular care was taken so that there would
no irregularity at the line o tangency of the

supersonic plane surface and the throat radius.

2. The method of aligning and supporting the nozzle is
shown in Figure 1. The nozzle clamping linkage, which
is actuated by a jackscrew mechanism at its lower end,
is geometrically arranged such that it exerts one major
force component on the nozzle in the vertical direction

to seat the nozzle against its upper alignment surface,
and another component to set it firmly on its 4 adjustable
legs. Alignment of the nozzle crosswise of the case Is
controlled by two alignment pins which protrude from
the bottom surface of the nozzle and engage in slots in
the case.

3. The change of Mach number setting is accomplished
by adjusting the two screw type legs nearest the nozzle
throat using feeler gage stock in either side of the
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nozzle throat. The final throat is measured sith
vernier calipers graduated to one thousadth of an
inch. The accuracy of the throat setting is within
0,0005 inches by checking with a series of feeler
gages using a "go and no'go"l --'ste-. The accuracy
of the fiual opening measurement of the nOZIG 4s no
better than 0.003 inches because of the wedge angle
of the nczzle and the human error of locating
repeatably the final opening.

4. The dimension of the gasket grooves, as showa
below were determined to both retain the gasket
material and to allow the door to close to a metal-
to-metal seat while affecting a seal.

BNoO L-ET-AL TO METAL .ZI9 CONTARTSURFAM V9

/ AUGNME?$
'KIO9RSURFACC

IOZZLE GGASKET GROOVE BETWEEN
PARALLEL TO FLOW NOZZLE BODY & TUNNEL CASE

"Cohrlastic Silicone Rubber R-8925''0 which was purchased
in 1/4 inch diameter extruded cord form. The best
tolerance available on the diameter is ± .015 inches$
to this date.

5. A portion of the tunnel that is intimately
associated with the cooling wedge nozzle is the air
supply inlet system, (reference 28), Figure 12. This
arrangement consists of a baffle system followed by a
honeycomb in an insulated chamber for mixing the air to

j obtain nearly uniform temperature distribution ahead
of the nozzle tbreat. A stainless steel screen in a
lltransitelt frame was found desirable to prevent clogging
of the throat and probes by foreign particles, chips of
the ceramic insulators and oxide flakes, from the exposed
elements of the electric heaters. This system produces
a nearly uni form supply temperature at the nozzle throat.
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Cooling Sys- ..m

1. The internal cooling passage arrangement of the
nozzle block, as shown in Figure 3, consists of a

Sa$siag- with 34 holes
of 0.312 inch diameter located 5/3 inches from the
air-flow surface. These holes connect this inlet
passage to each of the two side outlet passages and
can be easily closed (e.g. by removal of the side
plates and stopping the holes with rubber cord), or
restricted by insertion of an orifice plate.

2. The exterior piping arrangement, as shown in
Figure 1, is made up of s andard I inch copper water
tubes. The water supply main is located beneath the
floor on the lower left. It is controlled by a valve
attached to a removable "T" handle (not shown). The
water Js fed to the right side of the tunnel through
the tube near the floor on the far side of the tunnel.
The inlet water pressure was equalized by the right-
angle valves and the rate of flow is measured, in the
nozzle under study by a variable a-ea t pv iiov Meter 5

the intake pipe shown at left. The two exhaust
water pipes coming from each nozzle conve-rge and join
immediately outside of the tunnel. The flow from each
nozzle is throttled separately by valves located at
the level of. th crua winu ou the far side of

the tunnel.

3. 'The coolant used is tap water. For the usual
flow rate of 6.5 gallons per minute the inlet water
pressure is 6.5 psi and the outlet pressure isthrottled to maintain a pressure of 1 psi.

Thermocouple installation
|'":' l.. The nozzle temperatures are measured by ir n- "constantan thermocouples made of #30 gage wire and

electric welded without flux using a Variac and Pyrotip
burner 6 with a carbon electrode. The thermocouples
were secured in place using technical "B" copper cement7

na modified taper pin, shown in Figure 34. The exact
location of each of the four thermocouple Junetlons in"
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each plug is determined to 0.01 millimeters after
assembly by use of a tool maker's microscope 8 (Bausch
Asnd Lc--ab - Type UK 352). Specitl care is taken in
the sanufacture of the plugs so that each plug would
bottom in its respective hole inl the nozzle block.

Plug # 1 2 3 4 5 6

Location
from Final
Nozzle .656 1.406 4.406 7.406 9.656 11.906
Opening

7 a9 10 11 12 13

14.156 16.406 18.656 20.156 21.656 23.156 24.156

TUNNN SIDEVALLS

*. Several door arrangements are available for the tunnel.
There is one set of blank steel doors, one steel door
with 42 centerline pressure taps laczted oneS inch apart,

set of doors having a T.canW' -e glass window,
and a set of doors having 3 circular windows (see window
in Figure 1). The pressure tap door and the circular
window doors are =11'ed~th two sets of binge arms
so that when the door is inverted the tap holes and
windove bisect their forner loc0ation. The circular
windows now in use are cut from selected commercial
plate glass. Experience indicates, that while running
at rupp~y temperatures of 9000? these windows can be
used anywhere fror the nozzle emit r. rough the diff~er
: or a ~a±pariod o.l 20 minutes without fracture.
A fused quartz vindow of siailar arrangemer-t is now
being tested to increase the tire of exposure.

2. when the doors are closed they are forced by bolting
against thie raised nozzle lips, which formws the edges of
flow surface and against the metal-to-metal bearing
surface, of the tunnel case (see Figure I outside ofr
gasket). In adlto to bolting around the periphery,

41
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the doors are reinforced in the high pressure region,
by a rectractable bar and jackscrew arrangement (showi,
in Figure 1).
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